Accelerate your Open Source
Azure Modernization
Create a complete Modernization Plan with speed and efficiency

Magenic’s Open Source Cloud Readiness Accelerator is
ideal for both Enterprise & Mid-Market customers;
creating a custom plan for Open Source Modernization
that both aligns and ignites the customer organization to
move fast forward with confidence.

Magenic’s Open Source
Cloud Accelerator
provides a proven and
repeatable process
•

Project plan with a targeted
reference architecture for
modernizing Open Source
applications, including an
Azure Well Architected
Review

•

Can include a Proof of
Concept. Team Model, Agile
Backlog requirements, Team
Model and DevOps plan.

•

Aligned with MS Cloud
Adoption Framework (CAF)

Magenic’s Cloud Readiness Accelerator is a time-boxed, fixed
fee engagement that provides a complete action plan for Open
Source application modernization.

Modernization State
of Readiness
•

Assessment of the
current state of your
application(s)

•

Assessment of your
Azure competencies
and processes

You know where you’re
starting from
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•

Includes both
functional and
non-functional
requirements

You have a prioritized
roadmap
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Collaborative Team Model
including DevOps

Azure Reference
Architecture

Agile Backlog
Prioritization
•

Includes an Azure
Well Architected
Review

•

Viable for AKS, Azure
Spring Cloud &
Azure
Cosmos/Postgres DB
You understand the
technical path forward

•

Aligns Team Model capacity
to Agile Backlog priorities

•

Proven Team Velocity
metrics to create release
expectations

•

DevOps plan including tool
selection and process
You know the team
scope and velocity

Magenic’s Azure Modernization Accelerator can help you
drive your business Fast Forward
Magenic’s Cloud Services have helped
our clients …
•

Save an average of 31% on infrastructure costs

•

Deliver 3 times more features per year

•

Boost IT staff productivity by 62%

Magenic and Azure cut customer
onboarding time by 90%
•

A Big Four professional services firm needed to reduce
customer onboarding time

•

Working with Azure, Magenic reenvisioned, rearchitected
and migrated the firm’s onboarding process and
applications

•

Customer onboarding time went from 40 to 4 hours

Magenic’s Open Source
Azure Modernization
Accelerator
Our promise to you
A proven process that gets your
company and your Open Source
applications modernized to Azure
faster

An offer to get you started
•

Fixed fee of $50,000

•

Ideal for quick starting and
aligning your organization for
Azure

•

Time-boxed, fixed fee engagement
that provides a complete action
plan for speed and efficiency

Tangible Benefits / Desired Outcomes
•

Ability to quickly and effectively assess needs to modernize applications to Azure

•

Ability to quickly and effectively determine a prioritized road map

•

Ability to understand the team scope and velocity including DevOps plan

Why Magenic?
Magenic is an industry leader in Azure with over 25 years of Microsoft technology expertise and focus. We’ve delivered
success to over 500 clients using Microsoft technology can help you define, build and optimize your software to drive your
digital transformation and business results Fast Forward.
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